Building Tools

Chalk Lines / Line Pins / Chalk Refills

Hi-Vis Nylon Brick
Line

Hi-vis twisted nylon brick lines stand out
and are easy to find on site or in a
toolbox.
Length: 105metres
Colour Pink
FAIBLHVP
£6.79 Ex VAT
£8.15 Inc VAT

Line Blocks with
Line

Brick Line on
Spool

These robust L-shaped plastic blocks
are a simple tool which can be quickly
adjusted under tension for length and
height to ensure that courses of bricks
are running straight and true. They
feature built-in line storage and are
supplied with orange polyethylene
brick line.
Length: 18metres

A brick line stored on a rotating spool
that doubles as a handle and
incorporates a spike for pushing into
soft earth when laying out. Supplied
complete with strong polymer orange
building line.
Length: 75metres

Colour Yellow
FAIBLHVY
£6.79 Ex VAT
£8.15 Inc VAT

FAILB
£4.32 Ex VAT
£5.18 Inc VAT

Die-cast Chalk
Line

Chalk Refills

Brightly coloured chalk powder refills
for use with chalk line reels, in handy
nozzle-cap squeezy bottles with easy
pouring spout. Suitable for both interior
and exterior use.
Available in 4 colours.

Supplied in a pair with 18 metres
of builders line.

FAICLRAPSET
£15.55 Ex VAT £18.66 Inc VAT

FAILP1
£7.47 Ex VAT £8.96 Inc VAT

FAICPWHITE

FAICL30
£15.92 Ex VAT £19.10 Inc VAT

Push
button
quick
release

Complete with a 113g red chalk refill,
a handy mini line level and 30 metres
of line.

These large headed line pins are made
from forged steel and are protected by
zinc plate. They are used in conjunction
with builders lines for marking out
positions or aligning courses of
brickwork etc.

FAICPYELLOW

Hook
storage &
belt clip

Line Pins

With its geared action, this chalk line
winds up to three times faster than a
traditional reel. The water resistant
housing has a non-slip rubber grip for
user comfort and ease of use and a
large mouth for easy powder refilling.

FAICPRED

Length: 30metres

Chalk Line Set

FAICPBLUE

Quick and effective line marking when
building or decorating. The die cast
body contains a line reel, which passes
through a reservoir of coloured chalk
(not supplied). It becomes coated as
it is reeled out. Snapping the taut line
against a surface deposits the colour
chalk leaving a visible but temporary
line to work to.

FAIBLREEL
£4.07 Ex VAT
£4.88 Inc VAT

250g (8oz)

£4.44 Ex VAT £5.33 Inc VAT Each
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